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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome to Volume 1, Issue 1 of “The Journal of Campus Activities Practice and Scholarship” (JCAPS), a publication of the National Association for Campus Activities. I will not bore you, reader, with details describing the amount of work required to create a scholarly academic journal from the seed of an idea, but trust that it is considerable and years in the making. Numerous people have been involved, from The NACA® Board of Directors, NACA staff, volunteers who serve on the JCAPS Advisory and Editorial Boards, and most importantly, those who authored and reviewed the articles within this issue. Thank you to all who had a hand in ushering JCAPS into existence!

For the inaugural issue, the JCAPS Advisory Board elected to include articles authored by invitation on specifically identified topics. We utilized author invites because we wanted the first issue to “put a stake in the ground.” They reflect our thoughts on the state of the field of campus activities in postsecondary education, and we wanted to provide examples of the types of articles we are looking for in future issues. All subsequent issues will include articles that have undergone a double-blind peer review (where authors are unaware of who reviewed their writing, and reviewers are unaware of who authored what they reviewed.)

Our goals are that the current and future articles:
• Deepen our understanding of the work of campus activities in ways that support student growth and learning.
• Rigorously inform campus activities practitioners in ways that contribute to their increased effectiveness.
• Help build a foundational body of knowledge in campus activities work that is accessible broadly to anyone working with young people and their development.

This first issue addresses some of the foundational topics of campus activities scholarship and practice:
• How does the work of campus activities contribute to the larger enterprise of postsecondary education?
• Why, really, do we require programmatic staff to possess a graduate degree, and how can we better integrate scholarship and the day-to-day practice of campus activities?
• What is the current body of knowledge regarding how students are affected by campus activities work, and what are relevant directions for future research?
• How can campus activities professionals more effectively build their own rigorous body of knowledge when doing their work?

Future issues will include four different “columns”:
1. Empirical Research that focuses on current research that contributes to our body of knowledge in working in campus activities.
2. Scholarship-to-Practice pieces that are designed to help practitioners integrate what is known about campus activities work into their own practice.
3. Media Reviews that connect resources available for students and campus activities professionals to student learning and developmental theory.
4. Focus on Emerging Scholars (for current graduate students and those with less than three years of professional experience) to contribute a smaller piece to one of the three other columns.

More details about these columns can be found at naca.org/JCAPS.

Our first issue has exemplary articles situated within three of these columns. One examines the effects of engagement in the types of initiatives common in campus activities on student thriving. Another provides suggestions for practitioners on working with comedians — and their campus colleagues — where material the comedian expresses some campus community members might find offensive. A final article discusses an investigation into “high-impact learning practices” in extra-curricular contexts common with campus activities work.

We sincerely hope you find these articles helpful to your own work and scholarship. JCAPS aims for two issues per year; we hope you consider writing for the Journal.

David M. Rosch
Editor in Chief
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign